Data on the population dynamics and body-size (width, period (Fig. 1) and hence applying such methods to this data is a reliable reflection of the challenges Early warning signals
Previous work has identified a composite index comprised of the coefficient of (sd.size) as producing the most reliable estimates of whether a population was at risk
of collapse in these experimental data (Clements & Ozgul, 2016a composite index by systematically altering the weighting of these three competent
parts as a proof of concept of non-uniform weighting increasing the predictive Here we implement the approach developed by Clements & Ozgul (2016a). signal present at a 2σ threshold.
The weighting of each of the three leading indicators was altered by treatments was compared to uniform weighting in each of these treatments (Fig. 2a) .
The best metric when data from all three treatments were grouped together was
calculated as the weighting with the highest normalized metric score, and the 1 6 6 minimum difference in normalized metric scores between treatments (Fig. 2b ). This gave an indication as to the weighting that was most robust to different rates of The highest scoring weighting across each of the experimental treatments compared to even weighting and the best weighting when data from all treatments were combined, and (b) the weighting with the highest normalized metric score across all three treatments, and the lowest difference in normalized metric score amongst treatments.
